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Baines' Camp

Overview
Set in a grove of trees, and surrounded by papyrus beds, Sanctuary Baines’
Camp is built on raised platforms high above the Boro River in a private
concession bordering the Moremi Game Reserve. We encouraged the local
community in Maun to collect cans, with a fee paid for every can, which were
recycled to form the backbone of the camp’s structures. Baines’ is also one
of only two camps to offer you the opportunity to walk with elephants. Why
sanctuary baines' campOffers unique Living with Elephants activityRomantic sky beds and star baths on your private deck- Located on a
private concession which means we can offer walking and night drivesSeasonal Mokoro excursions and motorised boating available- Eco-friendly
camp built from cans

Room Information
This is Sanctuary's smallest and most intimate camp, with only five luxurious
suites. The five suites at Sanctuary Baines' are opulent and luxurious, with
ensuite facilities and four-poster beds. Traditional safari ceiling fans create a
cooling breeze at even the hottest times of the year. Should you wish, your
bed can be wheeled out onto the private wooden deck for a night under the
stars, overlooking the shimmering waters of the Boro River where hippo can
often be spotted. Or take an indulgent soak under the stars on your own
private viewing deck in our opulent star bath. At Baines' Camp, the sky's the
limit.

Policies
Child Policy
Children under 12 years are not accepted at Sanctuary Baines’ Camp.

Location: Sanctuary Baines’
Camp is located on the Boro
River, in the 260,000 acre
private concession NG32
which neighbours the Moremi
Game Reserve.UTF-8
Rating: 5/5
Hotel Features
Bar/Lounge
Wireless Internet
Access
Swimming Pool
Library
Laundry Facilities
Medical Assistance
Available
Room Features
Hair Dryer
In-room Safe
International Plug
Points/Adaptors
Complimentary
Toiletries
Housekeeping
Mini Bar
Private Bathroom
Robes & Slippers
Wake-up Calls
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